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The possibility of fetal chromosomal
aneuploidy is a major reason why cou-

ples consider prenatal diagnostic studies.
Conventional methods for definitive prenatal
diagnosis of these disorders involve the
invasive sampling of fetal materials through
amniocentesis and chorionic villus sampling.
However, these procedures involve some
degree of risk for miscarriage and other
pregnancy complications.1

Methods for noninvasive screening for
fetal aneuploidy using maternal serum mar-
kers and ultrasound are available but have
limited reliability.2 Therefore, it is desirable
to develop noninvasive genetic tests for fetal
chromosomal abnormalities. Intact fetal cells
can be identified in maternal blood but are
not a reliable source of fetal genetic material
because they are extremely rare3 and may
persist for years after prior pregnancies.4 The
ability to isolate fetal DNA from the plasma
of pregnant women has opened up exciting
opportunities for improved noninvasive
prenatal testing (NIPT).5

Recent advances in DNA sequencing tech-
nology, as well as counting statistics, have
provided an opportunity to develop new
methods for the noninvasive detection of
fetal aneuploidy. In 2008, Fan et al.6

described a quantification method for the
noninvasive detection of fetal aneuploidy that
involved counting chromosomes by mapping
sequence tags generated through massively
parallel sequencing of cell-free DNA (cfDNA)
in maternal plasma, even without separating
maternal and fetal cfDNA or enriching for

fetal cfDNA. Using massively parallel
sequencing, millions of both fetal and

maternal DNA fragments can be sequenced

simultaneously, and given that the entire

human genome sequence is known, each

piece that maps to a discrete locus can be

assigned to the chromosome from which it

originated. If fetal aneuploidy is present, a

relative excess or deficit should be observed

for the chromosome in question. The

number of fetal sequence reads will also

vary according to the fetal fraction so that a

minimum fetal fraction, typically 4%, is

currently required. Most studies have used

Illumina sequence analyzers, but studies have

also used SOLiD and Helicos platforms.

Wang et al.7 reported that semiconductors

enabling high-throughput sequencing, repre-

sented by Ion Torrent PGMTM/ProtonTM,

proved to be feasible for noninvasive prenatal

diagnosis of fetal aneuploidies. This approach

has the advantage of requiring less sequencing

and reduces costs.
Recently, other methods for NIPT have

become commercially available. Targeted
massively parallel sequencing enables the
selective amplification of only the chromo-
somal regions of interest (for example,
chromosomes 21, 18 and 13) and then the
assessment of whether departure from
euploidy is observed based on the relative
number of DNA fragment counts for this
subset of chromosomes. The major
commercial device using this approach
includes an adjustment that enables variation
in the proportion of fetal DNA and then
combines the results of the laboratory
test with maternal age to provide patient-
specific risk for Down, Edwards and Patau
syndromes.8

The single-nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP)-based approach involves the multiplex

amplification of 11 000 SNP sequences in a

single PCR applied to plasma DNA, followed

by sequencing.9 Each product is evaluated

based on the hypothesis that the fetus is

monosomic, disomic or trisomic. After

consideration of the positions of SNPs on

the chromosomes and the possibility of

recombination, maximum likelihood is

calculated to determine whether the fetus is

either normal, aneuploid (chromosomes 21,

18, or 13 or a sex chromosome) or triploid,

or that uniparental disomy is present.
Noninvasive screening for aneuploidy

using cfDNA in maternal blood was made

available for clinical use in 2011. Worldwide,

over 300 000 NIPTs have been performed to

date. Testing has shown 499% sensitivity for

the detection of trisomy 21. When aneu-

ploidy is detected, it is recommended that a

follow-up invasive diagnostic procedure

should be performed to determine the fetal

karyotype. False-negative or inadequate sam-

ple results can occur when fetal cfDNA is at a

too low concentration in maternal plasma

if the assay fails to quantify the relative

concentration of fetal cfDNA. False-positive

results can be due to factors such as maternal

aneuploidy, maternal cancer, vanishing twins,

confined placental mosaicism or failure of

the necessary complex bioinformatics to

generate a result. Because most fetal cfDNA

in maternal circulation is of placental origin,

a discrepancy in the karyotype of the

placenta and the fetus will lead to a discor-

dant result. This phenomenon, confined

placental mosaicism, is well known in pre-

natal diagnosis when results of chorionic
villus sampling do not reflect the fetal
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karyotype and is an additional source of both
false-positive and false-negative results for
cfDNA.
Cell-free DNA has great potential for use

in prenatal diagnosis. Noninvasive sequen-
cing of the entire genome will be possible in
the near future.10 The use of this technology
should thus be carefully considered in clinical
situations.
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